
 

What is a 

Revolution? 
According to Dictionary.com, ‘Revolution’ means drastic action or change, a major change, rebellion, uprising, achievement, 

and alteration. Revolting for personal growth or social achievement.’ Friends, You can literally change anything that You put 

your mind & energy into changing. Want to go from poverty to wealth? Want better and safer neighborhoods? Want to be a 

better person? Want your children to be wise & prosperous? Want to attract & keep the right kind of man or woman? Want 

improved social-political conditions? Want more divine favor?  Whatever it is You desire, or want to experience, You must 

replace old thoughts, old doubtful words & negative behaviors with positive-prosperous thoughts, inspiring words & 

harmonious behaviors, based upon the new teachings/philosophy (to replace old ideologies and erroneous information). 

What is a Reformation? 
According Dictionary.com, ‘Reformation’ means the act of reforming, state of being reformed. To ‘Reform’ means the 

improvement or amendment of what is wrong, corrupt, unsatisfactory. To change to a better state, form, improve by 

alteration, substitution, abolition. To cause (a person) to abandon wrong or evil ways of life or conduct. To put an end to, to 

anbandon evil condut or error. 

Beloved, if you have ever listened to any of Yashua’s audio or video teachings, you can’t help but to hear the good teacher 

reprimanding bad behavior and motivating good conduct in all humanity, especially those that are on the bottom of the social 

ladder. It’s is clear, that Reform is what is needed in the lives of humanity. Yashua’s philosophy/teachings should be taught in 

schools, in worship centers, in the work place, and in all homes of the world, and the improvement of humanity would 

happen overnight. His teachings and philosophy causes listeners to be moved to correct the wrongs, and live a better life.   

How to achieve the divine abundant life?        

The Motivational Reform is not a revolution (persay) that causes rebellion against a country or government, but a rebellion 

against how we have negatively self-governed our lives irresponsibly, and therefore has empowered man’s governing over 

the earth void of Divine instructions. When a person is inspired by the motivational reform teachings of Yashua, they begin 

the process of Inner-Self Revolution, and as the teachings is continually applied to your life, the results radiates reform from 



within, revitalizing our Self, inspiring our families, promote change in our 

community and country, and therefore change in the world. Its starts by 

your belief/faith/trust in the Light, and the wisdom of the teacher, and 

faith in yourself that you can do it. The secret to a true reformation that 

will last forever, is changing (revolutionizing) daily our lives, then we 

automatically change (revolutionize) of self/family, and revitalize our 

communities, and nations, and the world. So the true revolution is for Us, 

is to reform negative thinking, bad habits, poor choices, careless self-

defeating attitudes & behaviors, or anything that hinders Us from 

achieving & manifesting progress, prosperity, happiness, and good health 

(the divine abundant life), which is very best results for our lives.  

The results of Yashua’s Motivational Reformation literally means a 

prosperous humanity, living in nice clean neighborhoods, plenty of money, 

well-mannered intelligent children, reduction in crime, less people in jail 

and prison, less drug/alcohol abuse, reduction in disease, increase of 

family love, and eventually self-sustainable cooperative communies.  

 

Why Follow Yashua in this 

Motivational Reformation?   

We should take Yashua’s Motivational philosophy/teachings and accept the full responsibility of our own personal lives, our 

own household, then as we pair with other Reformer inspired families, then and only then can we begins community 

empowerment, to guarantee us a prosperous future, and walk with Yashua, on this motivational path of Light, Intelligence, 

Harmony, and Prosperity. We can manifest this. The motivational philosophy and teachings of Yashua has brought forth 

practical wisdom, good health, relief of stress, enlightenment, restoration in families, prosperity, harmonious relationships, 

liberation, peace, happiness, balance, divine guidance, and divine reconciliation, in the lives of countless people and families, 

around the world. No one that has actually experienced or applied his philosophy would deny this.  

Any and all people, groups, or communities, after going through great atrocities, have always grounded themselves by a 

singular philosophy, culture, or a big idea, then rallied behind that visionary leader, and those people were empowered to 

accomplish great things, even the creation of a new communities/societies and country (i.e. Pharoah Akhenaten, Alexander 

the Great, Prophet Muhammad of Arabia, George Washington, and David Ben Gurion and founding of the modern State of 

Israel)… but it always started with the change of the minds and hearts of people, and they uniting behind a new 

leader/teacher even a politician and his grand idea, philosophy and that inspiring vision to prosper them, by the permission of 

the Divine above. Thanks for reading, and Peace be unto You… as we walk in the Light and philosophy of Yashua. 


